
GF54.30-W-3018MP Displaying fuel level, function 2.4.02
MODEL 930, 932, 933, 934

1 Frame CAN, redundant

A7 Base module (GM)
A64 Front module (FM)
A65 Rear module (HM)
B22 Fuel level sensor
CAN 1 Vehicle CAN
CAN 2 Interior CAN
CAN 3 Frame CAN
P2 Instrument (INS)
P2p1 Driver information system (FIS) 

display
P2p6 Fuel gauge

W54.30-1215-76

Requirement
The main power switch (S1) must be in the "terminal 15 ON" drive 
position.

Function while driving 4 The instrument (P2) uses the resistance-coded CAN messages 
1 The rear module (A65) continuously reads the resistance of to calculate a mean value for the fuel level.

the fuel level sensor (B22). The resistance is proportional to 5 The fuel level in the fuel tank is displayed on the fuel gauge 
the level in the fuel tank. (P2p6).

2 The rear module (A65) translates the resistance signals into 
CAN messages and transmits these over the frame CAN Function in reserve mode
(CAN 3) to the base module (A7). 1 In addition to the display of the reserve range in the fuel 

gauge (P2p6), a warning message can be parameterized in  Simultaneously the CAN messages are transmitted 
the driver information system (FIS).redundantly via the front module (A64) to the base module 

(A7). 2 The warning message appears in yellow on the driver 
information system display (P2p1), indicating that the fuel has 3 The base module (A7) sends the CAN messages over the 
reached the reserve level.vehicle CAN (CAN 1) and redundantly over the interior CAN 

(CAN 2) to the instrument (P2).

Base module (GM), location / task GF54.21-W-4014MP

Front module (FM), location / task GF54.21-W-4140MP
Rear module (HM), location / task GF54.21-W-4141MP
Instrument (INS), location / task GF54.30-W-3040MP
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